PHASE CONTROL RELAYS

PKF5e

PKF5e-type measurement relays are an electronic three-phase
voltage and measurement relay. These devices control the
maximum and minimum value of the sum of the measured three
phase voltages and appropriate phase order.
Additionally they separately signal deficiency errors (and
inappropriate phase order errors) or exceeding voltage or
activation of executing relays.
The relays are used to protect three-phase AC receivers, especially
induction motors. Recommended for use with medium and heavy
startup and in lifting devices due to lower acceptable symmetrical
voltage drop (and the dependant motor electromagnetic moment
drop).

1. TECHNICAL DATA
Nominal measurement voltage Un (wire values)
Measurement error in frequency function
Hysteresis :
Umax (symmetrical increase)
Umin (symmetrical drop)
Umin (drop in 1 phase)
Nominal auxiliary voltage Upn (power supply)
Auxiliary voltage operational range
Auxiliary voltage frequency operational range
Nominal power consumption: measurement input
auxiliary input
Allowable auxiliary voltage decays
Ambient temperature
Ambient RH
Dimensions (W x H x D)
Protection level
Output contacts
(RM94P relay)
Method of assembly and connecting external wires

100, 220, 230, 380, 400, 500 V / 50Hz; 440V / 60 Hz
0,45 % / 1 Hz
1,2 % Un
1,2 % Un
1,7 % Un
24, 48, 100, 127, 220, 230, 380, 400, 440, 500 V AC
0,7...1,1 Upn
47...53 Hz (57...63 Hz)
0,7 VA
2,8 VA
< 0,3s every 1s
-25C...55C
90% at 25C
45 x 75 x 114,5 mm
IP 20
2P – switchable, 8A 250V~ AC1, cos=1, 2000VA
on TS35 bus;
Screw terminals for up to 2,5 mm 2 wires
0,3kg

Weight
2. SETTING RANGE
Maximum setting
Minimum setting

Umax = 115% Un
Umin = -15%...-0% Un

Activation delay
Return delay

tz = 0,15...15 s
tp = 0,5...15 s

(non-adjustable, symmetrical increase in three phases)
(calibrated for symmetrical load on one phase,
which corresponds to –30% of phase voltage value)

Most of the relay’s parameters can be changed by the Client's request (e.g.: measurement voltage values and auxiliary voltage values,
hysteresis, etc.) – please contact us in advance.

3. MEASUREMENT RANGE

Input
L1-L2-L3
L1-L2-L3
L1-L2-L3

Voltage Un
230 V~
400 V~
500 V~

Overload <2 sek.
800 V~
800 V~
800 V~

4. ORDER DESIGNATION
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5. FUNCTION DIAGRAM

6. FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
The relay is designed to control a three-phase system without a
neutral conductor and is calibrated for wire voltages. With correct
parameters of the measured voltage the voltage is in activation status
(operative) – green LED lights up. When the sum of three phase
voltages exceeds the Umax threshold (non-adjustable) or is below the
set Umin threshold (calibrated for asymmetrical voltage drop on
single phase), then appropriate red LED lights up.
When this status lasts longer than the set activation time tz, the
executing relay returns to the resting position and the green LED goes
out. Only when the sum of measured phase voltages returns to a value
between the set thresholds (in a range decreased by the hysteresis
value), the red LEDs go out, and after a period longer than the set
return time tp the executing relay returns to the operating position.
Incorrect order of phases is signaled by
Umin indicator lighting
up (tz and tp times remain the same).

PKF5e relay measurement principle allows the detection of :
 Voltage asymmetry, i.e. when the voltage in one of the phases drops below the set Umin value
 Voltage asymmetry, i.e. when the voltage in two of the phases drops below the set (Un+Umin)/2 value
 Symmetrical voltage drop in three phases, i.e. when the voltage in three of the phases drops below the set (2Un+Umin)/3
value.
7. APPLICATION DIAGRAMS
For auxiliary voltage Up=230V

For auxiliary voltage Up=400V
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8. ASSEMBLY DRAWING
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